Silver Cloud – SUITE DIAGRAMS

All suites feature:
- Butler service
- Refrigerator and bar setup
- stocked with your preferences
- European bath amenities
- Plush robes and slippers
- Personalised stationery
- Premium mattresses
- A choice of pillow

Silver Suites accommodate three guests.

VERANDA/MIDSHIP VERANDA SUITE
Some Veranda Suites accommodate three guests. The Midship Veranda Suite offers preferred central location with identical accommodation to a Veranda Suite.

GRAND SUITE
Available as a one-bedroom configuration or as two bedrooms (as illustrated) by adjoining with a Veranda Suite.

ROYAL SUITE
Available as a one-bedroom configuration or as two bedrooms (as illustrated) by adjoining with a Veranda Suite.

SILVER SUITE
Silver Suites accommodate three guests.

VISTA SUITE
Some Vista Suites accommodate three guests.

OWNER’S SUITE
Available as a one-bedroom configuration or as two bedrooms (as illustrated) by adjoining with a Vista Suite.

Silver Suites accommodate three guests.

Vista Suites feature:
- Silver Suites accommodate three guests.
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